In this paper, we consider that Mannheim curve is timelike curve and Mannheim partner curve is timelike curve. Then, we investigate the relation between arc lengths and geodesic curvature of fixed pole curve ( ) H .In addition, we get, if the natural lifts geodesic spray of spherical indicator curvatures of Mannheim partner curve is an integral curve, then how Mannheim Curve is found to be.
Introduction
There are lots of studies about curve in differential geometry in Euclidean space. Especially, many theories were obtained by making connections two curves corresponding points and between Frenet frames. Bertrand curves and Involute- . By using ( ) 
Preliminaries
The Equation ( ) 2.6 is calledGauss equation on .
The arc lengths and geodesic curvatures of those curves with respect to 3 E are given, respectively as; And unit Darboux vector is;
IfW timelike, κ and τ are formulized;
And unit Darboux vector is;
Let M be a Lorentz manifold, and M be a hyper surface of M. Suppose that S is a shape operator which is obtained from N normal of M , D is the connection on M,
where ( )
is defined as Lorentz sphere,
is defined as hyperbolic sphere.
3. Timelike Mannheim Curve Pairs. If we take inner product of ( ) 
If we take inner product of ( ) 
From the definition of geodesic curvature 2 2 1 , spacelike 
where S is shape operator of 2 1 S and corresponding matrix is; 1 0
γ be geodesic curvature of ( ) C fixed pole curves on 2 1 S , from
Gauss equation, we can write;
If we write those values in Gauss equation
, timelike , spacelike 
If the values of 
